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Abstract
This study examined howhuman–human collaboration can be achieved through an exchange of verbal information in exchang-
ing information about the referents in a joint action. Knowing other people’s referential intention is fundamental for joint
action. Joint action can be achieved verbally by two types of referring expressions, namely, symbolic and deictic referring
expressions. Using corpus data, we extracted nouns as typical symbolic references and demonstratives as typical deictic ref-
erences. We examined whether the word usage of these terms changed when the robot vehicles controlled by the participants
repeatedly performed the same collaborative task. We used a novel virtual space for the task because we wanted to control
the common ground shared by the participants. The results of the performance indicate that the task completion became more
efficient as the participants repeated the task. The referential word use was reduced in both symbolic and deictic references,
and this reduction occurred with a grounding process among the collaborators. The study showed that reduction of referential
expressions occurs with the grounding process in human–human collaboration and suggests that appropriate collaborative
robot systems must deal with the reduction process of referencing in humans.

Keywords Collaborative work · Joint action · Grounding · Common ground · Demonstratives · Referring expressions

1 Introduction

In the present highly industrialized societies, robots have
been operational in factory and manufacturing settings as
well as in natural human environments, such as homes,
stores, hospitals, and museums. However, a majority of
these robots can only function with predetermined programs
or through remote control by humans. Autonomous robots
that can work with humans may be ideal in conditions
that often involve unpredictable situations. However, perfect
autonomous robots are yet to be realized because the possi-
ble mechanisms of human–robot collaboration are not well
known. This study explores the information exchange on the
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referents in human–human collaboration, hoping to provide
some insight into the design of human–robot information
exchange in joint action.

Cooperation is regarded as natural human behavior [1].
When there is a concerted effort in collaborative situations,
such as in moving objects, people act jointly. Sebanz et
al. [2] defined joint action as “any form of social interaction
whereby two or more individuals coordinate their actions in
space and time to bring about a change in the environment”
(p. 70). Furthermore, Sebanz et al. [2] discussed three impor-
tant components in joint action: joint attention, task sharing,
and action coordination.

Language can be a powerful tool to solve problems that
arise in joint action. For example, in joint attention, the other
person’s referential intention is usually described with ref-
erential words. Distinctive referential expressions used in
verbal information include the following: (a) nouns, such
as common nouns (e.g., box, car) and proper nouns (e.g.,
David, Kobayashi-san), (b) deictic words such as demon-
stratives (e.g., this, that, here, there), and (c) pronouns (e.g.,
he, she, it).

A growing body of research has focused on the use of lan-
guage in collaboration, mostly on speaker–addressee pairs,
using referential communication game tasks. The findings
showed several important facts on collaborative language use
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[3–5]. First, the speaker adjusts the language use by consider-
ing the addressee’s knowledge of the task. One clear example
is that the speaker provides newly given information to the
addressee using the indefinite article “a,” such as “a diamond
[6],” for a new referent in the discourse (“there [is] a dia-
mond”). But in the repeated references to the same object,
the speaker uses the definite article “the” to indicate that
the referent is a shared known object (“right under the dia-
mond…”). Second, the speaker shows a tendency to usemore
words to describe the referent for the first time. For exam-
ple, the speaker first mentions “a figure…something like a
monk praying.” However, in the repeated referencing, the
speaker uses reduced forms such as “the monk praying,” or
“the monk” [3]. This necessarily reduces the number of used
words. Third, these language changes seem to occur through
a “grounding” process. Grounding means the interpretation
of any linguistic expression by considering a previously
shared common ground [7–9]. This process includes (a) the
discourse history, (b) the ongoing discourse between the
interlocutors, and (c) the sharedknowledgebetween the inter-
locutors as members of certain social groups.

Based on the literature review of language use in joint
action, we address three issues: the grounding process, refer-
ence words, and joint action by more than two people. First,
the actual grounding process is yet to be clarified because the
types and amount of common ground shared by interlocu-
tors are difficult to assess. Kobayashi et al. [10] examined
the conversation of three people in joint action in a virtual
space. They focused on verb use because the task required
the repositioning of boxes. Additionally, they had anticipated
that verb use would change when the task was repeated. The
result confirmed that the number of verb types decreased and
reduced to a few verbs, such as “push” and “stop.” Based
on the results, they inferred that the establishment of com-
mon ground among the participants might have contributed
to this reduction of verb types. However, they did not gener-
ate relevant data on the construction and sharing of a common
ground; therefore, the relationship between common ground
and verb use could not be analyzed.

Second, how a target of joint action is referred to has not
been thoroughly explored yet. This is unfortunate, because
specifying and sharing targets is fundamental in joint action.
It has been suggested that deictic referring such as eye fixa-
tion and pointing are a very effective and efficient means for
human–robot interaction. Ballard et al. [11] and Kooijmans
et al. [12] illustrated that the use of deictic referring can be
more effective than the specification of time and space. Sato
et al. [13] also discussed the usefulness of deictic gestures
in a human–robot interaction. Using a highly specified situ-
ation, Sugiyama et al. [14] showed that the deictic referring
(i.e., the use of eye fixation and demonstratives) could have
been more effective than the symbolic referring (i.e., the use
of numbers) in a human–robot interaction.

These studies, however, did not examine the different
natures of deictic reference and symbolic reference and their
relation to the grounding process. In addition, we can state
that nouns can be replaced with demonstratives, so reduction
of these two types may occur differently. For example, “the
box” may be replaced with “this” in the next reference when
the referent is already shared. Thus, the use of demonstra-
tives may be more frequent when a task is repeated. If the
use of deictic reference is more efficient than that of sym-
bolic reference in human–robot interaction, the reduction of
deictic reference may not be evident when compared with
the reduction of symbolic reference.

Third, as most of the previous research studies on joint
action examined speaker–addressee pairs, language changes
that may occur when more than two people are involved are
still unexplored. The involvement of a third person or more
participants complicates the task situation further. However,
group work by more than two people is common in human–
human collaboration.

In this study, we examine how three people exchange
information about referents in a discourse when they repeat
the same collaborative task ofmoving objects in a novel envi-
ronment. Among the referential expressions, we focus on the
use of common nouns and demonstratives as typical refer-
encewords. These two category termshave different features.
Common nouns are generic words with meanings that can be
naturally understoodwithout context (i.e., themeaning of the
word “box” is not ambiguous) [15].However, demonstratives
are context-bound, and the actual referent in a given situation
may change (e.g., the meaning of the word “this” depends
on the situation) [16]. In addition, because demonstratives
have fewer syllables, they can be quickly pronounced in all
human languages [16].

We used a novel task and environment by constructing
a virtual task field on the computer monitor. The reason is
that we intended to control the participants’ initial common
ground in terms of the knowledge about the task. We used
two objective measures, namely, task completion time, and
ratio of robot movement and object movement. By doing so,
we intended to estimate the level of grounding. We asked the
participants to complete the same task ten times to observe
whether the use of referential expressions may change in
repeated collaborative experience. We extracted nouns and
demonstratives and examined whether the use of these words
was reduced in repeated referencing.

As for nouns, we further categorized the extracted nouns
into groups of (a) common nouns (e.g., box, car, wall), (b)
direction nouns (e.g. right, left), (c) space nouns (e.g., corner,
“sukima” [narrow space in Japanese]), and (d) time nouns
(e.g., “ima” [now], “ato” [later]). We intended to observe
whether the distribution of these nouns changes over repeated
task trials. In Japanese, time nouns convey the same mean-
ing as English adverbs of time. Japanese time nouns become
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adverbs denoting time if particles are added, such as “ato-ni”
(later). We extracted the nouns of direction, space, and time.
The reason is that these “indices” must satisfy the location
of the objects in space and in time. Furthermore, these nouns
may show other requirements, such as the object description
and the speaker’s presuppositions of the addressee’s knowl-
edge [7].

Demonstratives such as “this” and “that” are a unique class
of deictic words that play an important role in joint action
[14]. When a person says, “I want to buy this clock,” he/she
obviously intends to buy a specific clock and believes that
the addressee would know the correct referent compared to
her saying “I want to buy a clock.” Based on Clark’s [7]
description of the importance of demonstrative referring,
Diessel [17] suggested that, “while there are many linguistic
means that speakers can use to coordinate a joint atten-
tional focus, there is no other linguistic device that is so
closely tied to this function than demonstratives” (p. 469).
Demonstratives are primitive and short in linguistic forms,
and observed in all human languages [9,16]. The use of
demonstratives is usually based on the distance to the tar-
get object [16–19]. On Japanese demonstratives, Takahashi
and Suzuki [20] and Endo [21] examined the effects of dis-
tance to the referent in the use of the demonstrative pronoun
“Kore” (This) and the demonstrative adjective “Kono” (This),
“Sore” (demonstrative pronoun), and “Sono” (demonstrative
adjective) (hereafter named as the That-proximal), and “Are”
(demonstrative pronoun) and “Ano” (demonstrative adjec-
tive) (hereafter named as theThat-distal) [16,17,20,21]. They
revealed the following characteristics:

1. The demonstrative “This” was used when the speaker’s
position was proximate to the target.

2. The demonstrative “That-proximal” was used when the
speaker‘s position was intermediate to the target or when
the hearer’s position was proximate to the target.

3. The demonstrative “That-distal” was used when the
speaker’s position and the hearer’s position were both
far from the target.

We examined all the demonstratives and nouns used in
the four groups to analyze for any change in proficiency of
these words during the task. First, we anticipated that the
reduction of words would occur as grounding proceeds. Sec-
ond, the reductionwould be evident in common nouns but not
evident in task-specific nouns (i.e., direction, space, and time
nouns). While some of the common nouns may be replaced
by the demonstrative pronouns, namely, “this” or “that,” the
task execution requires the use of a certain number of task-
specific nouns. Third, the reduction of demonstratives would
also occur concurrentlywith the reduction of common nouns,
but the frequency in certain demonstratives would remain
unchanged. The reason is that demonstratives are generally

used to control joint action. Fourth, these changes of language
use would correlate with grounding. Here, we computed the
estimated level of grounding with two measures: the task
completion time and the efficiency of the robot travelling
distance.

The efficiency of the robot’s travelling was calculated by
the total distance travelled by the robot per second divided
by the total object moving distance per second. The ratio-
nale is that if the participants share more common ground,
the collaborators would have a better expectation of the oth-
ers’ actions, thereby allowing better action coordination so
that the task execution would become more efficient. More
efficient performancewill result in the reduction of task com-
pletion time and less vehicle movement.

In Japanese, the demonstratives “kore,” “sore,” and “are”
play the same role as the English pronoun “it” for objects
in addition to their traditional deictic expressions. For this
reason, we have categorized these words simply as demon-
stratives.

2 Method

2.1 Participants and Construction of Corpus

The participants were all Japanese undergraduate volunteers
whose first language was Japanese. Participants had some
experience with computer games and joy-sticks. There were
four groups of three participants (a total of 12 participants;
12 males; age range = 21–24; M age = 22.3; SD = 0.98),
and they performed a virtual collaborative conveyer task. The
corpus data were transcribed by two trained graduates and
two trained undergraduates, using the corpus constructing
analysis software CLAN [22]. The transcription format fol-
lows the Japanese Wakachi format for Japanese utterances
[23,24].

2.1.1 Task

Figure1 illustrates the experimental setup. The collaborative
task was to transfer objects to the designated positions by
robot vehicles in a virtual space. Three participants manipu-
lated each robot vehicle with a joystick input device. There
were three objects, and each object was colored green, blue,
and red, respectively. The whole task was designed so that
collaboration among the robot vehicles is needed to complete
the task. For example, each vehicle was relatively small com-
pared to the larger and heavier load boxes. The task must be
completedwithin the quickest time andwith the least crashes.
Every vehicle crash against the wall is a penalty for its oper-
ator, and every object crash is a penalty for the group. The
participants were informed that payment to them would be
calculated according to the completion time and number of
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Fig. 1 The experimental setup

Fig. 2 The participant’s view of the virtual task field. The front part of
the participant’s robot vehicle is shown at the bottom of the monitor

penalties. Each booth, where a participant was seated, had
been separated by a wooden partition to disable eye commu-
nication.However, to complete the task, the participantswere
encouraged to talk and collaborate through microphones,
headphones, and CCD cameras. Each group was asked to
complete the same task ten times. Figure2 shows an exam-
ple of a virtual task field through the point-of-view shot as
shown on the main display screen.

Figure3 shows the position of each vehicle, the load box,
and the target panel. The field was separated by walls. Fig-
ure4 shows the aerial view of the task field and the typical
movements of the boxes. All the load boxes had to pass
through relatively narrow openings between the walls with
the consideration of enabling more participant collaboration.
There was no route restriction. However, this aerial view is
not available to participants in the experiment.

Fig. 3 Locations of robot vehicles (a), load boxes (b), and target panels
(c). Load boxes were to be transported to each corresponded target
panels by robot-vehicles

Fig. 4 An example of each transportation route in the aerial view of the
task field

Participants would look at the virtual experimental field
on the main display panel to manipulate their vehicles. In
the sub-displays placed on both sides of the main panel,
the faces of the two participants in the group were shown.
For this reason, participants could check their team mem-
bers’ involvement through their facial expressions andmouth
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movements. A joystick in front of each participant could be
manipulated to move the robot forward and backward, and
the device can perform turning movements. The log data of
the three vehicles’ and objects’ positions in the time course
were obtained.

2.2 Analysis of Skill Development

We measured skill development using task completion time
and the travelling distance of the robots and objects. The trav-
elling distance of robots dr and objects do, with a sampling
count of task completion N , is defined as follows:

dr =
N∑

k=1

3∑

i=1

∣∣vri [k]
∣∣

3N
,

do =
N∑

k=1

3∑

i=1

∣∣voi [k]
∣∣

3N
,

where vri [k] and v
o
i [k] denote the velocity of the robots and

objects at the sampling count k, respectively. Their ratio,
dr/do, is utilized for the group performance index. The
experts would convey the objects smoothly and optimize the
robot control with the least motion for the task completion.
As a result, the dr/do will gradually decrease as the skill
develops.

2.3 Analysis of the Corpus Data

Weconducted amorphological analysis on the corpus data for
each trial, using theMOR and POST program of CLAN. The
FREQ program automatically lists all the morphemes and
frequencies of the target corpus. The word class categories
we computed in this study were demonstratives and nouns,
based on the MOR program. The demonstratives included
the following: (a) “kore” (this), “koko” (here), and other ko-
category demonstratives, (b) “sore” (that-proximal), “soko”
(there), and other so-category demonstratives, and (c) “are”
(that-distal), “asoko” (there), and other a-category demon-
stratives. Concerning nouns, we further classified the nouns
into four types, based on the context, not by the software but
by a trained annotator. The four types were a) common nouns
(e.g., car, box), b) direction nouns (e.g., left, straight), c) place
nouns (e.g., chink, aisle), and d) time nouns (e.g., next, after).

3 Results

3.1 Skill Development

Figure5 shows the mean task completion time in each trial of
the four groups. We examined the skill development using a

Fig. 5 Task completion time in each trial. The error bars denote the
standard deviation

Fig. 6 The ratio of the robot travelled distance and the object travelled
distance in each trial. The error bars denote the standard deviations

correlation analysis of all groups. The result showed a signif-
icant negative correlation between the task completion time
and the number of trials (r = − 0.815, p = 0.004). The task
completion time decreased in all groups when they repeated
the task.

The result of the efficiency measure of the robots (Fig. 6)
showed that all groups successfully finished the task in all
10 trials. The mean distance the robots traveled strongly
and negatively correlated with the number of trials (r =
− 0.916, p < 0.001). They generally moved more effec-
tively to complete the task, thereby suggesting that the
participants increased the efficiency of their robot move-
ments.

3.2 The Use of Nouns and Demonstratives

Figure7 shows the use of demonstratives and nouns. To
examine whether reduced use occurred, we computed the
correlation between the mean frequency of demonstratives
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Fig. 7 The use of nouns and demonstratives in each trial. The error bars
denote the standard deviation

Table 1 Pearson’s correlation between themean frequency in each type
of nouns and the number of trials

Correlation coefficient p value Sig.

Common − 0.845 0.002 **

Direction − 0.850 0.002 **

Place − 0.865 0.001 **

Time − 0.379 0.279 n.s.

**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

and nouns, and the number of trials. The frequency of nouns
per minute negatively correlated with the number of trials
(r = − 0.918, p < 0.001). The frequency of demonstra-
tives per minute also negatively correlated with the number
of trials (r = − 0.740, p = 0.014).

3.3 Use of Different Types of Nouns

Figure8 shows the use of each noun type in each trial. To
examine whether reduced use occurred, we computed the
correlation between themean frequency of each type of noun
and the number of trials (Table1). The correlation between
the mean common noun per minute and the number of tri-
als was negatively significant (r = − 0.845, p = 0.002).
The correlation between the mean direction noun per minute
and the number of trials was negatively significant (r =
− 0.850, p = 0.001). The correlation between the mean
spacenounperminute and the number of trialswas negatively
significant (r = − 0.865, p = 0.001). However, the correla-
tion between the mean time noun per minute and the number
of trials was not significant (r = − 0.379, p = 0.279, n.s.).
Because the frequency of time nouns was very low through-
out the trials, this might be caused by a floor effect.

Fig. 8 The use of each noun type in each trial. The error bars denote the
standard deviation. The row with a denotes common nouns, b direction
nouns, c space nouns, and d time nouns

Fig. 9 Themean use of each demonstrative type in each trial in the four
groups. The error bars denote the standard deviation. The row with a
denotes the demonstrative “This,” b denotes the “That-Proximal,” and
c denotes the “That-Distal”

3.4 The Use of Different Types of Demonstratives

Figure9 shows the mean frequency of each demonstrative
per minute in each trial in the four groups. To examine
whether reduced use occurred, we computed the correlation
between the mean frequency in each type of demonstrative
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Table 2 Pearson’s correlation between themean frequency in each type
of demonstratives and the number of trials

Correlation coefficient p value Sig.

This − 0.730 0.016 *

That-proximal − 0.507 0.135 n.s.

That-distal − 0.504 0.138 n.s.

**p < 0.01; *p < 0.05

and the number of trials (Table2). The correlation between
the mean frequency of the demonstrative “This” type per
minute and the number of trials was negatively significant
(r = − 0.730, p = 0.016). However, the demonstratives
“That-Proximal” and “That-Distal” did not correlate with the
number of trials (That-Proximal: r = − 0.507, p = 0.135,
n.s.; That-Distal: r = − 0.504, p = 0.138, n.s.). Because
the frequency of these demonstrative types was relatively
low throughout the trials, this might be caused by a floor
effect.

4 Discussion

The task completion time decreased. This suggests that the
participants’ skill to complete the task developed as they
repeated the task. The ratio of robot movement over object
movement also decreased. This demonstrates that the robots
moved less with increased efficiency. These data suggest the
possibility of the establishment of a common ground among
the participants during the repetition of the task. Here, we
must point out that task proficiency itself may also contribute
to the reduction. However, to a certain extent, we can say that
knowledge of one’s own and others’ changing proficiency
states may also be included in the grounding process.

The results indicate that the use of nouns and demon-
stratives per minute decreased as the participants repeated
the task. The speakers talked using fewer referential words.
This occurred in both symbolic references (nouns) anddeictic
references (demonstratives). This tendency continued as the
speakers accumulated the experience of joint action. Thus,
the result confirmed the previous finding that the word use
for referents was reduced in repeated referencing [3].We fur-
ther added new evidence to the literature, in that the use of
both symbolic and deictic references decreases in repeated
referencing and in a similar degree in these two types. We
also added that the reduction of referential words occurs in a
joint action of three people.

Amongst the demonstratives, the use of the “This” type
decreased as the task was repeated with the grounding pro-
cess. The “This” demonstrative is also the most frequently
used in the task. The participants favored the use of “This”
to attend jointly to the same referent during the task. Unlike

the “This” demonstrative, the “That-proximal” were not fre-
quently used, and “That-distal” were only rarely used. This
phenomenon might have been possible because the vehicles
were typically close to each other in collaborative settings.
In addition, the participants might have felt that the virtual
space presented in a computer monitor was relatively small.

The study shows that human–robot collaboration designs
must dealwith reduction of referential expressions as humans
establish a common ground.Why does the reduction of refer-
ence expressions occur in human–human interactions? The
referents in a given task situation would become increasingly
predictable in a repeated human–robot joint action. Commu-
nication with fewer words means more shared knowledge
between the collaborators. Typically, people do not have to
use nouns when the referents are obvious, with or without
referencing or using other reference words, such as demon-
stratives. In addition, people do not even need demonstratives
because the referent is already shared in the on-going ground-
ing process. In fact, this kind of discourse interaction may be
perceived asmore “natural” and “human-like” by human col-
laborators. The reason is that Grice’s Cooperative Principle
[25] on the quantity of information transmission is satisfied
[7]. In addition, fewer resources may be allocated in work-
ing memory [26] for information exchange on the repeated
referring. The study strongly suggests that a proper design
for a human–robot joint action should consider the process
of grounding and reduction of referring. Then how do social
robots adapt themselves for reduction of referring in human–
human collaboration? This question is beyond the scope of
this study, but our study does suggest that robots must have
some means by which to estimate relevant referents. Assess-
ing the exact state of common ground among collaborators
is necessarily very important.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we examined the language use of referring in
conversations when people jointly act on objects in a col-
laborative task. We extracted nouns and demonstratives as
linguistic forms for referring. We then examined whether
the use of these words changes when people repeatedly exe-
cuted the same collaborative task. We used a virtual space
for the collaborative task because we wanted to control the
common ground that each group of participants shared. The
study provided clear evidence that the reduction in the use
of referential words occurred in both nouns and demonstra-
tives. This phenomenon seemed to occur with the grounding
process. The study suggests that an appropriate design of
human–robot collaboration must account for grounding and
reduction of referencing.

The use of a common ground occurs in various types of
knowledge and inmany layers at eachmoment of joint action
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[7]. The present study did not analyze specifically how such
a reduction of referential words is achieved with grounding.
The nature of efficient language use and effortless infor-
mation transmission must be explored by considering such
layers. We are also aware that there is still a need to exam-
ine whether task proficiency itself is a factor. Also, it can
be said that knowledge of one’s own and others’ changing
proficiency states may be included in the grounding process.
Future research that requires the robot to perform few target
objectives, such as moving the box to panel A, B, and C in
this predetermined order may show the relationship between
a certain reduction of word use and the efficiency of robot
movement.
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